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Outline of Talk

• The muon site problem and its solution, DFT+μ

• Introduction to MuFinder

Examples of muon site calculations

• Muon sites in 1T-TaS2 – examining the possibility of delocalisation and/or 
diffusion

• Establishing the nature of muon stopping states in superconductors 
exhibiting spontaneous magnetic fields – is the muon a faithful probe?



The muon site problem

Two perceived defects of the µSR technique:

1. Our lack of knowledge of the muon stopping site;

2. the effect that a muon has on its environment

Address these using density functional theory (DFT) calculations



Density functional theory

• Condensed matter described by Schrodinger equation
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• DFT reformulates Schrödinger equation in terms of the 
electron density n(r).

• Minimise 𝐸 𝑛 𝒓 to obtain ground state electron density

• Can be used to obtain structural, electronic and magnetic 
properties
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Two common approaches:
1. Unperturbed electrostatic potential (UEP) method: As a 

positively charged defect, µ+ is likely to stop at the 
minima of the electrostatic potential of the crystal.

2. Structural relaxation: A muon (modelled by a proton) is 
added to the structure and the structure is relaxed using 
forces calculated from DFT.

DFT+μ



DFT+μ

• Electrostatic potential not always an 
accurate predictor of muon 
stopping sites

• Structural relaxation approach 
allows muon-induced distortions to 
be assessed

J. S. Möller et al. Phys. Rev. B  87, 121108(R) (2013)



MuFinder

• MuFinder aims to make these 
methods more accessible by 
allowing these calculations to be 
run through a simple graphical user 
interface (GUI)

• It has been designed to automate 
the workflow required to calculate 
muon sites using the structural 
relaxation method



Design principles

Python GUI application that makes use of the following libraries:

• Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE): For manipulation and 
visualisation of structures

• Soprano: For handling collections of structures

• MuESR (Magnetic structure and mUon Embedding Site Refinement): 
to calculate the local magnetic field at the muon stopping site



Initial muon position generation

• In general, there will be more than one (meta)stable muon stopping 
site

• Hence, we need to sample multiple initial muon positions to identify 
all the distinct minima

• Each initial muon position requires a geometry optimisation 
calculation

• Want to minimise number of initial positions while ensuring sufficient 
sampling of the distinct positions within the unit cell



Initial muon position generation

1. Generate random positions in the conventional unit cell.

2. Accept each position if it and its symmetry equivalent positions 
within the unit cell are all:

(i) at least rmuon away from the other initial 
muons positions and 

(ii) at least ratom away from all of the atoms in 
the cell.

3. Repeat until 30 new positions are rejected.



Initial muon position generation



Running the calculations

• Jobs can be run using a local 
CASTEP installation or on a 
remote cluster

• For jobs run on a cluster, 
MuFinder can be used to 
monitor the status of jobs 
and will collect the output 
files once jobs have finished



Clustering algorithm

1. Construct the distance matrix D where Dij are the minimum 
distances between muon sites i and j along with symmetry 
equivalent positions.

2. Construct the adjacency matrix A where

1. with dmax being the maximum distance between muon sites for          
them to be considered connected.

3. Find the connected components of A.  These are the clusters of 
muon sites.

𝐴𝑖𝑗 = ቊ
1, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗, 𝐷𝑖𝑗 < 𝑑max

0, otherwise



Connected components



Analysis



Analysis

• The structural relaxation method 
provides the full relaxed structure 
of the system + implanted muon 
(not just the muon site)

• This allows us to assess the 
significance of any muon-induced 
distortions



Dipole fields - theory
• Dipole fields calculated using MuESR

• Magnetic structure described using propagation vector formalism

𝒎𝑛𝜈 =

𝐤

𝑆𝜈𝐤𝑒
−2𝜋𝑖𝐤∙𝐑𝑛 ,

where 𝜈 runs over the atoms in the unit cell and n identifies the nth unit 
cell with atomic positions

𝐑𝑛𝑣 = 𝐑𝑛 + 𝒓𝜈.

• User defines propagation vector for the magnetic structure
and the complex coefficients for each atom in the unit cell.

elem,a,b,c,mxr,mxi,myr,myi,mzr,mzi
Co,0.0,0.0,0.0,0,0,0,0,2.64,0
Co,0.5,0.5,0.5,0,0,0,0,-2.64,0
F,0.195981,0.804019,0.5,0,0,0,0,0,0
F,0.804019,0.195981,0.5,0,0,0,0,0,0
F,0.695981,0.695981,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0
F,0.304019,0.304019,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0

𝑩dip =
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Dipole fields - calculation



Simulating distorted structures



Dipole fields - summary

Experiment1 0.228 T

Undistorted Distorted

Möller et al.2 0.265 T 0.208 T

MuFinder 0.265 T 0.207 T

1. R. De Renzi et al. Phys Rev. B 30, 186 (1984)
2. J. S. Möller et al. Phys. Rev. B  87, 121108(R) (2013)



MuFinder in practice 
– examples from 

research



Example 1 – Muon hyperfine coupling and 
delocalisation in 1T-TaS2



LF-µSR allows us to study the spin transport



1T-TaS2 muon sites



Zero-point energies and energy barriers

• Zero-point energy (ZPE) can be 
obtained from phonon 
calculations

• Energy barriers between distinct 
sites can be obtained using 
transition-state search 
calculations

• Energy barriers between 
adjacent sites of the same type 
within ab plane all > 1 eV.



Hyperfine coupling

• Coupling of the muon to the spinons
is determined by the hyperfine 
interactions at the muon site

• Due to the delocalisation of the 
muon, we need to instead consider 
the average hyperfine coupling to an 
unpaired spin in a single layer



Example 2 - Muon sites in 
superconductors with time-
reversal symmetry breaking



TRSB in Sr2RuO4

Suggested Cooper pairs with p-wave 
(spin-triplet) symmetry

G. M. Luke et al., Nature (London) 394, 558 (1998)



Noncentrosymmetric superconductor LaNiC2

• Analysis suggests four possible 
nonunitary triplet states 
compatible with this observation

• Noncentrosymmetric structure 
allows the breaking of gauge and 
time-reversal symmetry without 
breaking additional symmetries of 
the crystal.

A. D. Hillier et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 117007 (2009)



TRSB in Re-based superconductors

• TSRB observed for (a) Re0.82Nb0.18 and (b) 
elemental rhenium

• Suggests that the local electronic structure of 
Re could be crucial for understanding TSRB in 
Re-based superconductors.

• Find that the magnitude of the internal 
magnetic field scales with the effective 
magnetic moment

T. Shang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 257002 (2018)



S. K. Ghosh et al. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 33, 033001 (2021)



Importance of the muon in probing TRSB

• In most cases evidence of TRSB has only been observed using μSR

• Independent confirmation of the broken TRS is difficult to obtain.

• It is therefore important to understand how the muon interacts with 
the crystal in these systems, and whether this might have an effect on 
any magnetic fields it measures.



TRSB Superconductors

Carried out a systematic study of muon stopping states in 
superconductors that have exhibited spontaneous magnetic field in μSR 
experiments

• Sr2RuO4

• LaNiC2

• SrPtAs

• Zr3Ir

• Re

• Re6Zr



Re – octahedral site



Re – tetrahedral site

0.5 eV higher 
in energy than 
octahedral site



Sr2RuO4

• Muon stops 0.973 Å 
from an O atom

• Dominant 
contribution to the 
DOS near the Fermi 
energy is that from 
the Ru atoms



Sr2RuO4 – density of states

total Ru closest to muon Ru furthest from muon



Structural distortions – summary

Muon-induced displacements 
for lowest-energy muon sites in:

(a) LaNiC2

(b) SrPtAs

(c) Zr3Ir

(d) Re6Zr



Effect on charge of nearby ions

Re Ru in 
Sr2RuO4



LaNiC2 – effect on spin density

• Spin-polarised DFT calculations

• Muon is triangularly coordinated by 
three La atoms in the bc plane and 
sits between two Ni atoms along the 
a axis

• Largest changes in spin density occur 
for Ni, however these are all 
<0.01ħ/2



Summary

• The muon is not found to have a significant effect on the local 
arrangement of atoms or ions in its vicinity

• Changes to the electronic structure, including the states associated 
with the muon occur several eV below the Fermi energy, well away 
from the superconducting gap (which is a few meV around EF).

• We therefore conclude that the observation of spontaneous local 
fields in superconductors exhibiting TRSB is an effect that is intrinsic 
to these compounds and not a result of a muon-induced effect.



Accessing MuFinder

• MuFinder is available at 
https://gitlab.com/BenHuddart/mufinder

• Binaries for Windows and Linux are available

• A manual including examples to work through can also 
be found on this page

https://gitlab.com/BenHuddart/mufinder

